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Abstract   
 Modeling in other organism species is one of the crucial stages in ascertaining the 
association between gene and psychiatric disorder. Testing Autism Spectrum Disorder 
(ASD) in mice is very popular but construct validity of the batteries is not available. We 
presented here the first factor analysis of a behavioral model of ASD-like in mice coupled 
with empirical validation. We defined fourteen measures aligning mouse-behavior 
measures with the criteria defined by DSM-5 for the diagnostic of ASD. Sixty-five mice 
belonging to a heterogeneous pool of genotypes were tested. Reliability coefficients vary 
from .68 to .81. The factor analysis resulted in a three- factor solution in line with DSM 
criteria: social behavior, stereotypy and narrowness of the field of interest. The empirical 
validation with mice sharing a haplo-insufficiency of the zinc-finger transcription factor 
TSHZ3/Tshz3 associated with ASD shows the discriminant power of the highly loaded 
items.  
 
 
 
 
 
Key words: Autism Spectrum Disorder, ASD, Factor analysis, mouse.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neuro-developmental disorder involving social 
communication impairments and repetitive behaviors or interests with onset prior to age 
three years as defined by Diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders (DSM-5) 
(AAP 2013). These features are shared by a large set of rare genetic diseases (Tordjman et 
al. 2018). The number of genetic events associated with ASD increases with the 
development of high-throughput sequencing in psychiatry but most of the conclusions 
drawn from association studies are putative and need confirmation.  
The persistent association of a gene with a disease in model species provides an 
additional argument to the association of a gene with a disease. This strategy requires an 
animal model that fulfills the validity criteria.  We present here the first factorial validation 
and a cross validation of a test battery for modeling ASD in mice. The limitation of 
modeling in psychiatric disorders in rodents has been discussed elsewhere (Tordjman et 
al. 2007; Kas et al. 2014; Lévy and Roubertoux 2015; Kazdoba et al. 2016). Modeling a 
disease requires first a clinical reference before aligning animal and patient features (Lévy 
and Roubertoux 2015). Thirteen diagnostic tools are available including DSM criteria of 
ASD and diagnostic scales. They share common traits as shown by comparing the results 
of seven factor analyses (Shuster et al. 2014). We selected DSM-5 as a model that 
integrates recent findings of genetic psychiatry, eliminating references to intellectual 
deficiency and to language impairment that have low penetrance in ASD (Lai et al. 2014). 
DSM-5 is understood as being defined by two sets of criteria. The first includes social 
behavior impairment (SBI) items whereas the second includes items related to restricted 
and repetitive behaviors and interest (RRBI). The factor analyses extracted invariantly a 
SBI factor that DSM-5 refers to as “deficit in social communication and social interaction 
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across multiple context”. It can not be considered similar to either externalizing behavior 
or agonistic behavior that have low penetrance (present in 60 % of the patients (Kanne 
and Mazurek 2011;  Lundwall et al. 2017) and are not specific to ASD (Goldin et al. 2013;  
Tureck et al. 2013). The RRBI items are more heterogeneous than the SBI’s suggesting a 
two-dimension category. Six of seven factor analyses support a two-factor model within 
the RRBI domain, and they extracted “repetitive sensory motor behavior” and 
“resistance to change” factors” (Bishop et al. 2006;  Cuccaro et al. 2003;  Mitaki et al. 
2013;  Richler et al. 2007;  Raux et al. 2007;  Szatmari et al. 2006). A principal component 
analysis with the Children's Yale–Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale for children with autism 
spectrum disorder resulted in five independent factors. The Restricted interest and 
stereotypy factors independence persists (Scahill et al. 2014). A follow-up study 
demonstrated the stability of two sub-groups characterized by repetitive sensory-motor 
behaviors and restricted interests, in a population of ASD patients (Uljarevic et al. 2017). 
The repetitive sensory-motor behavior includes vocal and speech stereotypies, face (Tan 
et al. 1997), mouth (McDougle et al. 1995;  Zuo et al. 2015), eyes (Mottron et al. 2007), 
neck (Mendez and Mirea 1998), as well as hand and finger stereotypies (MacDonald et al. 
2007). Resistance to change includes items that cover circumscribed interests and that 
are defined as hyper-focused and abnormal in intensity (Grove et al. 2016; Smith et al. 
2009;  Turner-Brown et al. 2011).  
We developed a mouse model of ASD hypothesizing a three-factor model with 
impairment of social behavior, narrowness of the fields of interest and stereotypy 
behavior. We aligned first the mouse behavioral observations with those provided by the 
clinical ones. For this purpose, three of the authors of the study (ST, MC and PLR) who 
have been trained in both the fields of psychiatry/psychology and biology defined 
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behavioral measurements i) that were practical in mice and ii) that were congruent with 
the DSM-5 criteria for ASD diagnosis. We validated next the fourteen-task battery using a 
confirmatory factorial strategy. A cross validation of the measures was made with the 
Tshz3Lacz+ mouse model that shows several of the ASD-like behavioral features.  
 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
The mice 
Factorial validity  
We examined 73 male mice between 81 and 97 days old. All were born in Marseille 
Medical Genetics facilities. They belong to 16 strains: 4 C57BL/6N, 4 CBA/MtH, CBA/MtN, 5 
Tshz3-pnCxKO and 5 control, 5 152F7x C57BL/6N.F1 and 5 control, 4 BTBR T+tf/J and 5 
control, 5 129S2/SvPasOrlRj, 5 B6; 129S2-En2tm1Alj/J and 5 control, 5 NZB/BlNJ, 4 Fmr1KO 
and 3 controls and 4 CD1x 129S2/SvPasOrlRj. Each mouse was subjected to the entire test 
battery.  
Cross-validation  
We tested blind naïve Tshz3+/Lacz males and their wild type male littermates. Sample 
sizes ranged from 7 to 10 depending on the behavioral task - see the result section.  
Housing conditions 
Rearing conditions impact the phenotypes in rodents. Grouped mouse males 
frequently display agonistic behavior inducing irreversible hierarchical grouping (Ginsburg 
BE 1942; Maxson and Canastar 2003). Wild mice show autistic features when reared and 
maintained with conspecifics lacking neuroligin-3 (Kalbassi et al. 2017).  Males from 
several of the strains listed show agonistic reactions or autistic-like features and cannot 
be reared together. The alternative social isolation is not conceivable because it 
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generates undesirable behavioral and physiological long-term effects (Roubertoux 2015). 
We elected another solution. Each male to be tested was housed with a female to 
eliminate the biases resulting from isolation. We used transparent 35x20x18 cm cages 
with 1l poplar woodchip bedding and with a cardboard dome house as enrichment. Food 
(Harlan Global Diet 2018) and water ad lib and a 12/12-hour light/dark period with lights 
turned on at 7 AM.  
Testing for sensorial impairments 
We examined vision, audition and olfaction in each mouse because results obtained 
in different tasks depend on the integrity of these functions. Each mouse was subjected 
to sensorial examinations before starting the battery.  
Detecting visual impairment. We took the mouse by the tail between the thumb and 
the forefinger and lifted it. The tip of a pencil was approached to its eyes, without 
touching the vibrissae. The mouse raised the head, extended the forelimbs and grasped 
or tried to grasp the pencil when the visual function was undamaged. The scores were: 
raising the head (1), extending the forelimbs (2) and grasping or trying to grasp the pen 
(3).   
Detecting auditory impairment. The Preyer response consists in pinna twitching and 
going flat backwards against the head as reaction to sound. The response was validated 
as an indicator of auditory acuity by measuring the associated averaged auditory 
potential (Francis 1979). We evaluated the responses to stimulations in the ultrasound 
bandwidth. The mice, placed in soundproof chamber, received sounds from two 
commercial dog whistles (10 cm from the ear). The first produced 50 ± 0.08 kHz and the 
second 35 ± 0.10 kHz sounds. The mouse received 5 stimulations from each whistle at 3 
minutes intervals. The Preyer response was scored 1 for a partial response (ear startling) 
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and 2 for a full response (pinna going flat backwards against the head). 
Detecting the inability to identify social vs non-social odors. The tested mouse was 
alone in a ventilated room during the test. The olfactory habituation/dis-habituation test 
and scoring were performed according to previous protocol (Yang and Crawley 2009).  
We presented non-social odors (water, and synthetic sugar- free violet and vanilla 
aromas) and social odors (urine from C57BL/6NCrl and SWR male mice). An absence of 
olfactory impairment specific to social odors was confirmed when the mouse smells the 
tip of the tube containing social odors as longer as the non-social odors.  
Behavioral tests 
Sociability and interest in social novelty 
 Sociability is the number of interactions towards a conspecific and the interest in 
social novelty is the increased number of interactions towards a new conspecific. We 
measured the behaviors in a two-chamber condition as previously  
--------------------------------------- 
Insert Figure 1 here 
---------------------------------------- 
described  (Figure 1) (Caubit et al. 2016; Roubertoux 2015) that followed the 
protocol by  (Moy et al. 2009;  Nadler et al. 2004).  Stage 1: the mouse was put in zone 1 
for habituation, the hole between 1 and 2 being closed (5 min). Stage 2: the two pencil 
boxes (3 and 4) were empty. The mouse was allowed to explore zones 1 and 2.  We 
counted the number of nose pokes on the two pencil boxes (10 min). Stage 3: a C57BL/6J 
(B6) male and a lure (a small oblong grey pebble) were placed into the pencil boxes 3 and 
4 respectively. We counted the number of nose pokes on the two pencil boxes (10 min). 
Stage 4: a SWR male was placed in 4 as a replacement of the lure. We counted the 
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number of nose pokes on the two pencil-boxes (10 min). The positioning of B6 in stage 1 
was randomized. The mice were video-recorded via a camera located 170 cm above the 
ground (Viewpoint-Behavior technologies).   
Several modifications were made in comparison to the three-chamber test. The 
contacts (number of nose pokes) are a more direct measure than the time in the room 
containing the pencil-box. The location of the two pencil-boxes in a single zone rather 
than in three independent rooms reduces the covariance due to exploratory activity 
(Caubit et al. 2016). The measures are not independent a priori in the three-room version; 
indeed, when the tested male is in one room it is not in the others, because the total time 
in the rooms is a finite value. The conditions are not similar with the nose pokes because 
the number of nose pokes during a stage is not a priori finite. Three measures were 
considered. The number of nose pokes on the empty pencil-boxes during the second 
stage provided an estimate of the narrowness of the field of interest (labeled thereafter 
Exploration of new objects). The number of nose pokes on the pencil-box containing B6 
minus the number of nose pokes on the empty pencil box during stage 3 was labeled 
Sociability. The number of nose pokes on the box containing SWR minus B6 during stage 
3 was labeled Interest in social novelty.  
Marble burying 
The test quantifies repetitive and perseverating behavior (Njung'e and Handley 
1991;  Thomas et al. 2009). Mice were individually transferred in 40x40x18 cm cages with 
litter (5 cm thick) for 10 min habituation. At the end, the mouse was restricted to a corner 
of the cage with a mobile partition. Twenty marbles (1 cm in diameter) were placed on 
top of the bedding. The partition being removed, the mouse was left alone for 30 
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minutes. Completely covered, 2/3 buried and 1/2 buried marble were scored 3, 2 and 1 
respectively (Thomas et al. 2009). The variable was labeled Marble-burying score.  
Litter box.  
Rodents display spontaneous digging and pushing behavior when they are placed in 
a new litter. Differences are observed in digging and pushing between strains or as 
consequences of mutations. A mouse was individually placed in a 40x40x18 cm cage with 
5 cm thick new litter for 30 min. We measured the time spent in digging and pushing that 
were grouped and labeled as Burrowing activity (s). We also measured time spent in self-
grooming (Self-grooming in the litter box (s)).   
Hole-board test 
 Exposition of rodents to a hole-board condition gives rise to exploratory head 
dipping and stereotyped head dipping. Exploratory head dipping occurs when the mouse 
put its’ head once into one hole of the board and stereotyped head dipping occurs when 
the head dips twice in the same hole within 2 s (Makanjuola et al. 1977). The apparatus 
consisted of a board (40x40 cm) with 16 equidistant holes (3.5 cm diameter) each 
equipped with photo-beams for detecting head dipping. The session lasted 10 min and 
was filmed. The score was the ratio number of stereotyped dips (counted)/ number of 
non-stereotyped dips (automatically recorded). The variable was labeled Proportion of 
stereotyped dips.  
Open field exploration test 
 We selected the circular open field version rather than the square version that is 
more suitable for measuring anxiety because its’ angles can be used as refuges. We 
placed always the mice at the same peripheral location (100 cm diameter and 45 cm high 
walls). The ground was virtually divided in three concentric zones of equal surface. The 
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distances walked and the times spent in the three zones were automatically measured via 
the Viewpoint-Behavior technologies system (http://www.viewpoint.fr/news.php). The 
observation lasted 20 min. Three variables measured the narrowness of the field of 
interest. 1) The distance walked in the peripheral zone / total distance walked (labeled 
Peripheral zone proportion). 2) The number of zone crossings expressed as the sum of 
crossings / total distance walked (labeled Zone crossing proportion). 3) The distance 
walked in exploring the central zone was expressed as a proportion of the total distance 
walked in the open field (Distance in the central area proportion). We counted also the 
number of grooming episodes during the open field test (Number of self-grooming 
episodes), the Number of rearing, the number of leaning on the wall (Number of leanings) 
and the Number of jumping.  
Anxiety-like measure. The prevalence of anxiety reaches 34 to 46% (Lai et al, 2014, 
annex table 2) but it reached a proportion that was not considered sufficient to be 
included among the DSM-5 core features. The elevated plus maze provides a measure of 
anxiety-like behavior based on the avoidance of an anxiogenic condition that we 
measured to clarify the possible contribution of anxiety to the selected variables. We 
used a plus-shaped device with two open arms and two closed arms, elevated 80 cm from 
the floor. Each mouse was placed in the central area of the maze (6×6 cm) with its head 
towards the enclosed arm, and allowed to move freely for 15 min. The distance walked in 
the opened arms and the number of crossings of the open-closed common zone was 
measured by a video tracking system (http://www.viewpoint.fr/news.php). We 
counterbalanced the distance walked in the open arms by the crossing distance (Relative 
distance in open arms).   
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The whole battery of tests, including the sensorial screening and the retest 
sessions, lasted 230 min. We avoided tiredness by subjecting daily each mouse to a single 
long test or two shorter tests. Total duration per day does not exceed 55 min. The order 
of testing was randomized. We cleaned the apparatus with house soap after each 
examination.  
Statistical analysis 
We used SPSS version 19 for all the statistics. We transformed before subsequent 
analyses the raw data (Log10 + constant) to obtain distributions that were compatible 
with normality (Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests) when necessary.   
Reliability of the measures 
We computed internal consistency (split half reliability, Spearman-Brown formula) 
for Exploration of new object, Sociability, Interest in social novelty (5 first min vs 5 last min) 
and for the measures performed in the open field (10 first min vs 10 last min).  Litter box, 
Marble-burying and Hole board were applied twice (a week later) and we calculated the 
Cronbach test–retest coefficients.  
Factor analysis 
The three-factor structure hypothesis based on DSM-5 criteria leads to choose a 
confirmatory approach. We selected 1) the maximum likelihood extraction method with a 
χ2 of goodness-of-fit (Cangur et al. 2016;  Ercan et al. 2015) and 2) the Varimax rotation 
after Kaiser normalization. The loading of a variable being defined as its correlation with 
the factor, we selected a threshold corresponding to N = 65 mice. We took a 0.01 value 
corresponding to r = 0.31 as the limit of significance.  
The diversity of the measures used for stereotypy required a factor analysis focused 
on selected measures: number of rearing, number of jumping, number of leaning and 
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number of self-grooming episodes in the open field, burrowing activity, marble burying 
score, proportion of stereotyped dips in hole-board, and self-grooming in the litter box. This 
selective factor analysis was conducted as the previous one.  
Correlations with anxiety-like measures 
We investigated a possible impact of anxiety on the behavioral measures by 
calculating the correlations of the Relative distance in open arms with each behavioral 
measure and with the latent scores (factor scores).  
Cross validation with Tshz3+/Lacz 
We used mice from our Tshz3Lacz+ colony, but the individuals were different from 
those observed in a former study (Caubit et al. 2016) and from those used in the factor 
analysis. We used non-parametric statistics after considering the shape of the 
distributions and the sample size. The effect size statistics are preferred to the probability 
of rejecting the null hypothesis (Wasserstein and Lazar, 2016). The pathology appears 
when the difference with the typical group is large. We calculated the effect size after 
transforming U values into z scores and we expressed the size as the percentage of the 
total variance of the dependent variable associated with differences between the two 
groups (η2). We considered η2 =. 14 (or Cohen’s d = .80) as a large effect (Cohen, 1988) but 
we need also larger sizes of the effect because we model pathological features.  We 
selected η2 = .30 (Cohen’s d =  = 1.33) as mild impairment, and η2 = .50 (Cohen’s d = 2) as 
impairment (Caubit et al., 2016; Roubertoux et al., 2017; Chabbert et al. 2019). 
 
RESULTS 
Sensorial screening 
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We eliminated two mice for blindness, one for anosmia and one for deafness. Sixty-
nine mice were tested in total.  Due to incidents four additional mice were eliminated 
leaving 65 mice in the final sample. Due to missing data in only one variable for some mice 
we choose to keep “pairwise option” in subsequent statistical analyses (N varies 
between 63 to 65). 
 
Normality of the distributions  
Six out of the fourteen variables required transformation, as they did not fulfill the 
Kolmogorov- Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk criteria for normality (supplemental table 1). We 
failed to find a suitable transformation for Number of rearing and Number of jumping but 
replacing r by the non-parametric rho (not shown) resulted in coefficients that were 
closed to those reported in table 1.  
Reliability of the measures 
Twelve out of the fourteen coefficients exceeded 0.75, which is considered as a high 
reliability. The two measures of grooming were slightly less reliable (Table 1).   
------------------------------------ 
Insert Table 1 here 
------------------------------------ 
Correlation table 
The Pearson correlations are shown in Table 2. The shape of the distribution did not 
impact the correlation values for Number of rearing and Number of jumping, which did not 
fulfill the criteria for normality. Previous analyses shown that 1) the sizes of the 
correlations were not modified when we substituted Spearman rho for Pearson r (not 
shown), 2) that the correlations between the variables were stable from 45 to 60 
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observations indicating that the sample size was sufficient. Two criteria supported the 
appropriateness of the sample for a factor analysis in a sub-sample of the variables, 
including the stereotypy measures only, as well as in the whole sample of the variables. 
The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (Cerny and Kaiser 1977) measure of sampling adequacy was 0. 7 
and the χ2 of the Bartlett’s test of sphericity (Tobias and Carlson 1969) of the same 
sample reached significance (χ2 = 112.19; p = 4.96 E- 25; df 28) for the partial analysis with 
stereotypy. For the whole sample of variables, the measure of sampling adequacy was 0. 
6 and the χ2 of the Bartlett’s test of sphericity reached significance (χ2 = 439.71; p = 3.0 E- 
19; df = 91).  
--------------------------------------- 
Insert Table 2 here 
--------------------------------------- 
Factor analysis 
The χ2 of goodness-of-fit indicates that the two-factor solution was the best for the 
partial analysis with stereotypy (Table 3) whereas the five-factor solution was the best for 
the global analysis of the fourteen measures (Table 3). The two conclusions correspond 
with those drawn from the decrease of the eigenvalues (Kaiser’ criterion). 
 
------------------------------------- 
Insert Table 3 here 
------------------------------------ 
Supplemental table 2 shows the loadings of the 14 variables after extraction of 5 
factors (before rotations) and tables 4 and 5 show the varimax rotation matrix solution 
for the eight measures of stereotypy and for the whole analysis, respectively. 
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---------------------------------------- 
Insert Tables 4 and 5 here 
---------------------------------------- 
Cross validation  
We compared here naïve Tshz3+/Lacz haplo-insufficient mice and their wild-type (wt) 
littermate (Figure 2). Significant differences (one tailed) were found for eleven variables: 
Distance walked in the peripheral zone proportion (Figure 2A, U= 0; p = 0.00002;  η2 = 0.71; 
N = 9 in each group); Zone crossing proportion (Figure 2B, U= 0, p = 0.00007;  η2 = 0.71, N = 
8 in each group); Distance in the central area proportion (Figure 2C, U= 14, p = 0.03;  η2 = 
0.22; N =9 in each group); Number of rearing (Figure 2D, U= 12.5, p = 0.02;  η2= 0.26; N = 8 
in each group); Burrowing activity (Figure 2 E, U= 0,p = 0.0002;  η2 = 0.70; N = 7 in each 
group); Number of jumping (Figure 2N, U= 23, p = 0.01;  η2 =0.32; wt N = 9 and Tshz3/Lacz+ = 
10); Marble-burying score (Figure 2G, p = 0.02;  η2 = 0.26; N = 8 in each group); Sociability 
(Figure 2H, U= 0, p = 0.00002;  η2 = 0.56; N = 9 wild type and 10 KO); Interest in social 
novelty (Figure 2I, U= 5, p = 0.0003;  η2 = 0.60; N = 9 wild type and 10 KO); Proportion of 
stereotyped dips (Figure J, U= 0, p = 0.00007;  η2 = 0.71; N = 9 in each group). The other 
variables (Exploration of new object, Number of leanings) and the two measures of 
grooming (Self-grooming in the litter box, and Number of self-grooming episodes in the 
open field) do not reach significance (0.29, 0.42, 0.16 and 0.23 respectively) with very low 
effect sizes (between 0 to 0.07). 
----------------------------------------------- 
Insert Figure 2 
----------------------------------------------- 
 Correlations with anxiety-like measures 
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We calculated the correlation (r) between anxiety-like measure and i) the fourteen 
variables and ii) the factor scores. The correlation values were reported in the last column 
of Table 2. Two significant values were obtained with the scores of factors 3 and 4 (r = 
0.285; p <. 05; η2 = 0.080 and r = -0.293; p <. 05; η2 = 0.086, respectively). 
DISCUSSION 
 Matching in mice behavioral measures with clinical features 
We defined fourteen measures aligning mouse-behavior measures with the criteria 
defined by DSM-5 for the diagnostic of ASD. Social behavior impairment defined by DSM-5 
includes neither tantrums nor externalizing behavior or agonistic behavior as mentioned 
above. It should be therefore meaningless to consider agonistic behavior and to measure 
the liability to induce attack in dyadic encounters for modeling ASD. Including vocalization 
(number, frequency of sounds and ultrasounds) into the communication processes (Irie et 
al. 2012;  Silverman et al. 2010) may be premature. Little is known on the physiology of 
ultrasound production (Arriaga and Jarvis 2013; Mahrt et al. 2016) and their function in 
communication is still disputed (Portfors and Perkel 2014). Their contribution to pup-
retrieving behavior has been questioned (Cohen-Salmon et al. 1985; Roubertoux et al. 
1996). We selected thereby sociability and preference for social novelty measures that tally 
with DSM-5 items. The two measures are generally significantly correlated, and this is the 
case in our sample (r = 0.30) but they may be occasionally dissociated (Pearson et al. 2010;  
Sorensen et al. 2015;  Yadav et al. 2012). 
Repetition, invariance and idiosyncrasies characterize stereotypy. We selected eight 
measures that fulfill the criteria and that are widely used in modeling ASD in mice.  We 
extracted the stereotypy measures from four different experimental conditions: 1) a long 
time spent in digging and pushing (burrowing activity) indicates a repetitive activity; 2) a 
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high marble-burying score detects a repetitive behavior (Thomas et al. 2009). Ten papers 
showed that mice in models of ASD buried more the marbles indicating its relevance for 
ASD modeling. 3) The open field condition offered three measures of repetitive behavior: 
leaning, jumping, and self-grooming. Leaning, jumping, and grooming differentiate ASD-
like mutant mice (Rizzo 2016;  Silverman et al. 2012). Self-grooming behavior has been 
considered as an indicator of anxiety in mice but neither grooming nor the other measures 
of stereotypy were correlated with anxiety-like behavior (except number of leaning in 
which it contributes only to 6.8 % of the variance, see Table 2). Its stereotypical facets were 
demonstrated (Berridge et al. 2005) and several studies show that it can differentiate ASD-
like mice from controls. 4) Repeated head dipping observed during the hole-board 
condition differentiates mice models of ASD from their respective controls (Caubit et al. 
2016;  Irie et al. 2012).  
All the stereotypy measures selected implicate striatal structures (Graybiel and Rauch 
2000;  Gillan et al. 2011;  Murray et al. 2015) and the glutamatergic system (Horder et al. 
2013) burrowing and marble burying (Hashemi et al. 2007;  Welch et al. 2007), leaning 
(Jousselin-Hosaja et al. 2003), jumping (Presti et al. 2004) stereotypical head dipping in 
mice (Irie et al. 2012) and self-grooming (Yu et al. 2018), but several groups have however 
questioned the uniqueness of the stereotypy concept (Bodfish et al. 2000;  Eilam et al. 
2006;  Meiselas et al. 1989;  Muthugovindan and Singer 2009;  Peter et al. 2017). 
Accordingly, a partial analysis with the stereotypy measures (table 4) shows here that they 
belong to two domains. Five measures defined the first factor as a stereotypy factor with 
the highest loadings for Burrowing activity and Marble burying score. The second factor 
may be analyzed as a repetitive compulsive activity factor considering (Berridge et al. 
2005) for Self-grooming in the litter box and (Makanjuola et al. 1977) for Proportion of 
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stereotyped dips.  
We used here the personal-space regulation paradigm for modeling the narrowness 
of the field of interest. Persons with ASD use non-typically their personal space. They keep 
a large distance with a partner (Gessaroli et al. 2013) and they prefer also small closed 
spaces or well-known spaces even when they are alone (Kawa and Pisula 2010). We 
measured the distance walked on the round peripheral strip, which is a circumscribed part 
of the open field. This measure is different from the thigmotaxis (from Greek “thigma” and 
“taxi” meaning “touch” and “movement” respectively) observed in a squared open-field 
where the time in corners serving as a refuge is indicative of anxiety. In the circular open-
field it is analyzed as a cognitive strategy and particularly as a spatial novelty detection 
process (Khanegheini et al. 2015). A long time or a long distance walked in the peripheral 
strip indicates a circumscribed exploration of the arena by the mouse that neglects the 
non-peripheral strips. The circular open field set up provides a second estimate of the 
narrowness of the field of interest. The three strips (peripheral, median and central) do not 
have the same attractive value. There is a negative gradient of interest from the peripheral 
to the central strip. The narrowness of the field of interest can be inferred from a scarce 
zone-crossing behavior. A third measure is the distance walked in the central zone, which is 
the least attractive of the open field. The measures made during the squared open field 
condition have been considered as measures of anxiety, but we did not find significant 
correlations with the measures of the field of interest in the circular open field condition 
and the anxiety-like score (Table 2).  
Fourteen measures resulted from our attempts to align mouse behavioral traits with 
the clinical criteria proposed by DSM-5. Face validation defined three groups of variables 
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resulting from the separation between restricted field of interest and stereotypic activity 
to which social behavior is added. 
Factorial validation 
Our purpose was to attempt a factorial validation of the three-factor structure of 
the battery. We confirmed first the appropriateness of a factor analysis. The latent 
variables of the 14-variable correlation matrix (table 2) contribute to the variance of the 
measures (Cerny and Kaiser 1977). Moreover, the deviation of the correlation matrix from 
an identity matrix, indicating no relation between the variables of the matrix (Bartlett’s 
test), differed significantly from zero. Taken together, the results show that the matrix 
was appropriate for a factor analysis.  We extracted the factors and the χ2 of goodness of 
fit indicated that no significant additional covariance remains after the fifth factor 
extraction (table 3).  Three significant loadings are generally required to define a factor.  
The fifth factor was not analyzable because of this. The fourth factor opposing self-
exploration and the exploration of an object defines a mouse behavior specific axis.   
The three first factors are related to the autistic core features. The first is a 
narrowness of the field of interest factor. It is defined by a high loading of peripheral 
zone exploration that corresponds to a restricted field of interest on one extremity of the 
axis whereas the three items indicating larger fields of interest have high or significant 
loadings on the opposite end of the same axis. These items are the high number of zones 
crossed, the exploration of the less attractive zone, and rearing that can be considered as 
a seeking stimulation activity (Lever et al. 2006).  
The second factor loads five variables that were defined as repetitive behavior. They 
belong to three different experimental tasks: spontaneous activity in the litter box, open 
field and marble burying. The location of number of grooming-self episodes on the 
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opposite part of the second axis was expected. Grooming is a repetitive activity that 
implies a sit position whereas the others imply movements. Factor 2 can be analyzed as a 
liability to stereotypy factor opposing stereotypy expressed during movements and self-
directed activity. A contribution of anxiety to the items seems to be excluded from the 
two first factors, as we found no correlation of anxiety-like measures with the items 
loaded in the first or in the second factor (table 2). The scores of the factors 1 and 2 did 
not reach significance indicating that neither individually nor in groups the items were 
anxiety-like dependent. The very low correlation between the factor scores of these two 
first factors (-0.074) confirmed that narrowness of the field of interest and liability to 
repetitive behavior provide independent criteria in ASD patients (Boomsma et al. 2008;  
Frazier et al. 2008;  Georgiades et al. 2007;  van Lang et al. 2006;  Mandy and Skuse 2008) 
and in mouse models.  
Congruent loadings of sociability and preference for social novelty characterize the 
third factor as a social-relationships impairment factor. They have similar loadings 
confirming their association although they are sometimes non-associated (Pearson et al. 
2010;  Sorensen et al. 2015;  Yadav et al. 2012). We suggest considering them as two 
measures of the same trait rather than the measures of two different traits. The list of 
protocols investigating social behavior is short and it should be extended. The protocols 
measuring empathy for instance may offer an outcome (Jeon et al. 2010; Warrier et al. 
2018). They are based on observational learning and consequently knowledge of the 
contribution of cognitive abilities to empathy coefficients should be clarified. The 
proportion of stereotyped dips in the hole-board was loaded on the second factor of the 
partial analysis with measures of stereotypy and it may be analyzed as a measure of 
compulsive behavior (table 4). Its location at the opposite end of the items measuring 
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social behavior fits with clinical reports of a high prevalence of social behavior impairment 
in patients with obsessive-compulsive disorders (Ivarsson and Valderhaug 2006;  Ivarsson 
and Winge-Westholm 2004) and with pharmacology showing that inducing compulsive 
behavior in mice impairs sociability (Wolmarans et al. 2017). 
The factorial validation of fourteen measures in mice results in a three-factor 
solution that is in line with the one obtained with DSM criteria.  A social behavior factor is 
defined but also a stereotypy factor and a narrowness of the field of interest factor.  
Cross validation 
We used the 14 items to study the haplo-insufficiency of the zinc-finger transcription 
factor TSHZ3/Tshz3 (Caubit et al. 2005) that is known for causing ASD in patients as well as 
in mice models (Caubit et al. 2016). Among the fourteen variables tested here, seven had 
been also tested in the former paper and all the results were replicated in the new set of 
Tshz3+/Lacz mice and wt mice  (see Figure 2 A, B, C, G, H, I, and J). The four measures defining 
“ the narrowness of the field of interest” factor discriminate the Tshz3+/Lacz from the wt. 
The two firsts (Distance walked in the peripheral zone and Zone crossing proportion) show 
impaired performance. Four of the measures that define the stereotypy factor discriminate 
Tshz3+/Lacz from the wt. Burrowing activity, Proportion of stereotyped dips, Number of 
jumping and Marble burying score; the three firsts show impairment. The two measures 
that define social behavior are also impaired.  
 
General conclusion 
   Although very popular, the mouse modeling of ASD has never been subjected to a 
factor analysis. We present here the first factorial validation of a test battery for modeling 
ASD in the Mouse. In a deliberate manner, we limited ourselves to the behavioral domain 
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because ASD is defined in terms of behavior since the first tools for diagnosis were 
developed (Roubertoux and Tordjman 2015). The factorial validation was part of a larger 
process including cross validation. We confirmed a three-factor model with independent 
dimensions: restricted field of interest, repetitive behavior and social impairment, on 
which further neurophysiological studies should be based.  We suggest that revisiting the 
stereotypy–compulsive category at the clinical level and at the neurophysiological level 
should result in a better understanding of ASD. The results can be read also as a caveat. A 
trait has rarely a general meaning; it varies according to the condition in which it is 
observed. Self-grooming is exemplary from this point of view. It does not belong to the 
same factor when it is recorded in the open field or in the litter box. A second benefit is 
the possibility to reduce time-consuming testing by selecting for one factor the item that 
shows the highest loading. We select the distance walked in peripheral zone, burrowing 
activity (or marble burying for a more rapid examination) and sociability for each of the 
three factors.  
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Figure captions 
 
Figure 1: plan and measures of the two-chamber set up. 
Figure 2:  Cross validation of the variables used in the factor analysis in Tshz3Lacz+ 
and in wild-type mice. A) Distance walked in peripheral zone proportion; B) Zone crossing 
proportion; C) Distance in the central area proportion; D) Number of rearing; E) Burrowing 
activity; F) Number of leaning; G) Marble-burying score; H) Sociability; I) Interest in social 
novelty; J) Proportion of stereotyped dips; K) Self-grooming in the litter box; L) Number of 
self-grooming episodes; M) Exploration of new object; N) Number of jumping. See section 
RESULTS, sub-section Cross-validation for sample size and effect size of the differences. 
*p ≤ 0.05; **p ≤ 0.01; ***p ≤ 0.001.  
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Fig. 2 
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Fig. 2 continued 
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Table	1:		reliability	of	the	measures	of	ASD-like	features	in	mice.			Variable		 Type	of	reliability	 Split	half	coefficient	or	correlation	 	 	 	 	 	
Distance	walked	in	peripheral	zone	proportion	 Internal	consistency	 0.80	 	 	 	 	 	
Zone	crossing	proportion	 Internal	consistency	 0.75	 	 	 	 	 	
Distance	in	the	central	area	proportion	 Internal	consistency	 0.78	 	 	 	 	 	
Number	of	rearing		 Internal	consistency	 0.82	 	 	 	 	 	
Burrowing	activity		 Test	retest	 0.82	 	 	 	 	 	
Number	of	jumping	 Internal	consistency	 0.91	 	 	 	 	 	
Number	of	leaning	 Internal	consistency	 0.81	 	 	 	 	 	
Marble-burying	score	 Test	retest	 0.89	 	 	 	 	 	
Sociability	 Internal	consistency	 0.89	 	 	 	 	 	
Interest	in	social	novelty	 Internal	consistency	 0.92	 	 	 	 	 	
Proportion	of	stereotyped	dips	 Test	retest	 0.77	 	 	 	 	 	
Self-grooming	in	the	litter	box	 Test	retest	 0.69	 	 	 	 	 	
Number	of	self-grooming	episodes	 Internal	consistency	 0.68	 	 	 	 	 	
Exploration	of	new	object		 Internal	consistency	 0.89	 	 	 	 	 						
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Table 2: Correlation matrix of the measures modeling ASD core features in mice1 
 
Zone 
crossing 
proportion 
Distance in 
the central 
area 
proportion 
Number of 
rearing 
Burrowing 
activity 
Number of 
jumping 
Number of 
leaning 
Marble-
burying 
score Sociability 
Interest in 
social 
novelty 
Proportion 
of 
stereotyped 
dips 
Self-
grooming 
in the litter 
box 
Number of 
self-
grooming 
episodes 
Exploration 
of new 
object 
 
Relative 
distance in 
open-arms 
Distance walked in peripheral zone 
proportion -0.74 -0.95 -0.54 0.03 -0.04 -0.19 -0.02 0.04 -0.31 0.19 0.12 0.26 -0.32 -0.16 
Zone crossing proportion 
 
0.58 0.37 -0.15 0.04 -0.03 -0.11 -0.12 0.13 -0.06 -0.07 -0.06 0.23 0.01 
Distance in the central area proportion 
  
0.47 -0.02 0.03 0.21 0.09 -0.03 0.31 -0.18 -0.16 -0.29 0.29 0.08 
Number of rearing 
   
0.12 0.24 0.40 0.39 0.29 0.36 -0.21 0.02 -0.28 -0.03 0.09 
Burrowing activity 
    
0.36 0.19 0.61 -0.11 -0.12 0.07 -0.26 -0.42 0.10 0.04 
Number of jumping 
     
0.25 0.38 0.21 -0.01 0.11 0.06 -0.25 -0.25 0,14 
Number of leaning 
      
0.42 0.30 0.25 -0.31 0.25 -0.31 -0.24 0.26 
Marble-burying score 
       
0.15 0.06 -0.03 -0.20 -0.38 0.04 -0.23 
Sociability 
        
0.30 -0.40 0.25 -0.03 -0.42 0.32 
Interest in social novelty 
         
-0.21 0.06 -0.11 -0.03 -0.16 
Proportion of stereotyped dips 
          
-0.13 -0.01 0.27 0.22 
Self-grooming in the litter box 
           
0.28 -0.43 0.09 
Number of self-grooming episodes 
            
-0.32 -0.02 
Exploration of new object               - 0.43 
1 The variable Relative distance in open-arms of the elevated-plus maze is not included in the factor analysis.  
N varies between 63 and 65 – see text.  Bold p ≤ .05; Bold and italic p ≤ .01 
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Table	3:	test	of	goodness	of	fit	corresponding	to	the	extraction	of	a)	2	factors	in	a	partial	analysis	of	stereotypy	variables	and	b)	3,	4	and	5	factors	in	a	battery	of	tests	measuring	ASD-like	features	in	mice.			 	 Number	of	factors	 %	of	variance	 K2	value	 Degree	of	freedom	 p	a)	Partial	battery	(stereotypy)	 2	 59	 14.57	 15	 0.335	b)	Whole	battery	 3	 60	 8	1.088	 52	 0.006		 4	 67	 51.808	 41	 0.120		 5	 74	 34.414	 31	 0.308			Table	4:	Measures	of	stereotyped	behavior	in	mouse	models	of	ASD,	varimax	matrix.		
Measures Factor 1 Factor 2 
Number of rearing 0.38 0.31 
Burrowing activity 0.75 -0.21 
Number of jumping 0.46 0.06 
Number of leaning 0.47 0.77 
Marble-burying score 0.81 0.06 
Proportion of stereotyped dips 0.00 -0.39 
Self-grooming in the litter box -0.26 0.46 
Number of self-grooming episodes -0.55 0,04 In	bold,	loadings	≥	0.	31	(p	≤	0.01).			
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Table 5: Factor analysis of ASD-like measures in mice, Varimax matrix (5 iterations) after Kaiser normalization.  
Measures 
Factors 
1 2 3 4 5 
Distance walked in peripheral zone 
proportion -0.96 -0.04 -0.19 -0.18 0.09 
Zone crossing proportion 0.79 -0.07 -0.01 0.02 0.17 
Distance in the central area proportion 0.87 0.06 0.21 0.21 -0.39 
Number of rearing 0.45 0.35 0.53 0.03 0.15 
Burrowing activity -0.04 0.79 -0.19 0.12 0.04 
Number of jumping 0.06 0.53 0.07 -0.23 0.03 
Number of leaning 0.08 0.41 0.52 -0.09 -0.05 
Marble-burying score -0.11 0.79 0.21 0.21 -0.11 
Sociability -0.13 0.09 0.64 -0.23 0.02 
Interest in social novelty 0.21 -0.04 0.51 0.07 -0.03 
Proportion of stereotyped dips -0.14 0.02 -0.45 0.19 0.03 
Self-grooming in the litter box -0.08 -0.19 0.28 -0.39 0.14 
Number of self-grooming episodes -0.15 -0.46 -0.11 -0.39 0.08 
Exploration of new object 0.22 -0.07 -0.27 0.93 0.09   
In Bold, loadings ≥ .31 (p ≤.01) 
 
